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The Flaming Three Tailed Fox king was released, and he roared aggrievedly. 

 

Yun Chujiu took out a pendant from her storage ring and waved it in front of the silver-masked emissary. 

 

Hypnotism was originally not very effective on cultivators with strong spiritual sense, but the silver-

masked emissary was seriously injured and in a panic. Coupled with the seductive voice of the Flaming 

Three Tailed Fox king, the silver-masked emissary’s eyes gradually drifted up. 

 

“What’s your name?” 

 

“Ren Lizhi.” 

 

“What’s the name of your faction?” 

 

“The Godly Devil Hall.” 

 

Yun Chujiu frowned. The Godly Devil Hall? What a strange name. Was it god or a devil? 

 

“Who is your superior? How does he contact you?” 

 

“I don’t know who he is either. Every time we meet, he always wears a golden mask. We can contact 

him with a voice transmission talisman.” 

 

“How many more silver-masked subordinates does he have like you?” 

 



“About a few dozen. I’m not too sure either. It’s just that I’ve seen other silver-masked men when I 

entered the organization and swore fealty to my Lord.” 

 

“Where did you swear fealty to?” 

 

“I was drugged when I got on the flying spirit tool, and I was also drugged when I came back, so I don’t 

know where exactly I went. It took me nearly two months to travel back and forth.” 

 

Yun Chujiu frowned. This Red Spider Lily forces were rather cautious in their actions, to actually be on 

guard against even the silver-masked emissary. It was really mysterious! Yun Chujiu continued to ask, 

“Who is the master you swore allegiance to? What does he look like?” 

 

“The master is a God, the God of all of us. He is the one and only God in the world…” 

 

The corners of Yun Chujiu’s eyes twitched violently. This silver-masked emissary was clearly 

brainwashed. That so-called master was really shameless. He was actually more narcissistic than her! 

 

Seeing that the silver-masked emissary was still praising the master with infatuation, Yun Chujiu could 

only interrupt him. “What is the mission that the boss has given you?” 

 

“Find the map and urge Tianxing Trading Company to gather talents and quickly rise up.” Only then did 

the silver-masked emissary end his praise of the master. 

 

“Where are the rest of the silver-masked men distributed? What missions do they have?” 

 

“I don’t know.” 

 

“How often does the golden-masked man meet you?” 



 

“Sometimes a year, and sometimes two years. I’m not sure. If I run out of pills, he’ll send them to me.” 

 

“What’s the cultivation level of the golden-masked man?” 

 

“I’m not sure. He should be at the seventh level of the Spirit Emperor realm. He’s very powerful.” 

 

Seventh level of the Spirit Emperor realm? Yun Chujiu originally planned to have the silver-masked 

emissary invite that golden-masked man to the Yongxing Trading Company. It seemed like her plan was 

going to be canceled. The seventh level of the Spirit Emperor realm was no joke. It would be considered 

one of the best cultivation bases in the Azure Mystic Continent. Her cultivation base was not enough to 

defeat the man. Even if she were to go against him, she would not be able to defeat him. On top of that, 

she would inadvertently alert her enemy. 

 

“What else do you know about the organization? Tell me everything.” 

 

The silver-masked emissary rambled on, and Yun Chujiu was very disappointed. Everything he said was 

basically what she knew, and it was of no value. However, the man continued, “When Lord Goldface 

gave me the map and the jade token, he told me that I could have killed half of the cultivators in Azure 

Mystic Continent with the help of the ancient sword tomb, but out of nowhere, a stinky girl named Yun 

Chujiu appeared. Because of her, all the cultivators escaped, but that stinky girl was trapped in the 

ancient sword tomb. She really deserved it!” 

 

Yun Chujiu’s heart skipped a beat. The ancient sword tomb was indeed the handiwork of the Red Spider 

Lily forces. However, how did they manage to control the ancient sword tomb’s array formation? Could 

it be that they had found the core of the ancient sword tomb’s array formation? Moreover, they knew 

of the ancient array formation? 

 


